McLean Science and Technology Magnet PTA
Tuesday 1/11/2022 @ 6:30
Approval of Minutes
-Ray Hall motions to approve, Sarah Leonard seconds, Motion passes
Executive Reports
• Principal's Report- Cindy Graves
Quarantine protocols are changing as of today. The district sent out an email that we are changing our
protocols to match the CDC guidelines. Quarantine goes from 10 days minimum to 5 days minimum
with no symptoms or fever. The district also prepped parents to have a backup childcare plan in case
we need to shutdown for 5 days due to staffing shortages. We also have conferences coming up in the
beginning of February
Thank you to the volunteers that helped with gift of time for the teachers it was much appreciated
and made the event possible.
The Showcases of choices and opportunities fair that was scheduled for January 20th has been
canceled

• Presidents Report- Patricia Conard
Tshirts are still coming. Thank you to everybody for their patience with the delays.

• Treasurer’s Report- Sarah Leonard
There is currently $4333 in checking. A deposit of $350 was made on December 7th. We have roughly
3000 in the savings.
We earned $118 from ChickFilA
We have earned $92.90 from box tops.
$2242 was raised during our penny wars.
We have had a couple of teachers use teacher allocations. Will be sending out a reminder.
$42 was spent on the Penny Wars Pizza Party Prize. $84 was spent to get recorders for 4th and 5th
graders to have their own individual recorders.
Dillons money goes into student activity fund. Casey’s potentially does a rewards program as well.
Will need to look into it.

New Business
• Book Fair- Ray Hall
As long as we are able to do an in person fair, which at this point we are. Once the books are
delivered it might be hard to switch over to online. Delivery is set up for the week of the 24th with pick
up being the 7th. Set up day will be the 31st to allow for a preview. The bk fair will run after school
releases on the days of the conferences. Ray would like to have 2 people helping out at the time of
the fair. We will only have 1 register and will limit the number of people in the fair at once.We don’t
have time slots set up and when we do we will create a sign up genius. We might need a parent to
help during preview but Ray thinks he has the set up covered.
• Teacher Luncheon
The teacher luncheon will happen during conferences on the 2nd. We are planning on having PTA
cater the main portion of the meal and then having parents provide the snacks and what not. Claire
will head up. Jason’s Deli might be a great option. Will need to take into consideration that we have
one pregnant staff member and one vegetarian staff member. Shannon will take a routing sheet to
staff to find out if they want ham or turkey.
• Blood Drive
There will be a blood drive at the school on Valentine's Day from 11:45 to 6:15. We will have more
info coming out. We can potentially have volunteers, but they are not necessary.
• Spring Fundraiser
will be a fun run. The chair for that committee is Stephanie Millspaugh but we are looking for a co
chair or committee members to help out. We will just need people to head up different pieces of the
plan but the plan is already in place so it should be a pretty easy event. Sarah Leonard will help out.
We can reach out to others

Spring pictures are on February 8th. We need two parent volunteers. Marla Barngrover can tentatively
help.

Carousel skate night coming up on February 23rd.

Adjourned at 7:03

